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Bold Bible Teacher Empowers Women to Live Free from Comparison and Rivalry In this day of

challenge and opportunity, women have been the victims of constant comparison and rivalry. It has

robbed the church of the feminine voice and contribution that would make her strong. In a wild,

vibrant, and relatable style, Lisa challenges women to: Embrace the fact that God loves us uniquely

rather than equally Realize their undisputed calling Reconnect to their divine identity Dismantle the

rivalries that keep us from God's fullness There has never been a more desperate need for us to

discover who we are and why we are daughters without rival, loved by a god without rival, entrusted

with a promise without rival, to complete an assignment without rival, that is destined for an eternity

without rival. Includes questions for personal reflection and small group discussion plus additional

questions designed for use with Insights to a Life Without Rival video sessions.
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A timely MUST read for those who see themselves as world changers but find themselves

struggling with timidity, and feelings of inadequacy. This book reveals that we are each uniquely

made to do a specific task in the kingdom of God and have been equipped accordingly.

This book has been the most encouraging and practical book I maybe have ever read. One of the

things I love that Lisa Bevere does is she actually shares embarrassing moments from her life that

we have all gone through but don't hear many women admit to! Then she brings it around to how



you can come through such situations with flying colors! Every page has a depth and gorgeous, rich

language, I was constantly taking notes. Also, I saw stories I've heard a thousand times in the Bible,

in a fresh, awesome way and I love what I can now glean from these passages. I've felt challenged

in the best possible way and never once felt bad about myself, but rather, positioned to fulfill what

God has called me to do! I pray I can really grasp these truths fully! Also, as I read this beautiful

book, I was struck by how relevant it is to our world. My mind races with thoughts of how many

people I know that could be transformed if they could get their hands on these truths! Without Rival

is a book that can change our world and I hope many many people read it! I loved it!!

#WithoutRival is personally and uniquely written for each woman who picks up this book and the

connection begins with this......"Dearest one,You are a daughter loved by a Father without rival,

entrusted with a message and a promise beyond compare, in a time without precedent. You have

been chosen for this moment that is at once great and terrible. For this very reason you must love

fearlessly.....believe outrageously...and hope without measure."As you journey through this book

and soak in this message you will receive revelation of the Fathers love for YOU and that YOU were

made perfectly unique and it is WILDLY freeing to just be YOU! No copies, no imitations, just the

pure, the authentic, the one of a kind YOU.In a world full of women crying out to be themselves and

not what the world around them is trying to mold them to be, this book is going to POWERFULLY

bring freedom to us all.

Lisa brings some new understandings to the uniqueness of every individual and how God loves

each person uniquely. This is the premise of being without rival in God's eye. Lisa makes many

good points throughout her book, however there is enough misinterpretation and misapplication of

scripture to call into question several of her premises. The most glaring is chapter six where Lisa

attempts to subvert clear biblical instructions given in 1 Timothy about who should be overseers and

elders in the church body. She builds a strawman argument from one man's extreme interpretation

of a scripture passage and spends a large portion of the chapter trying to elicit an angry response

from the reader to these statements. Lisa twists the great commission into her main argument for

equality in church leadership and as she is a woman pastor, her interest in proving this point skews

her perspective. Another huge misinterpretation is of Luke 19:10. Lisa uses this verse to prove that

Jesus came to seek and save (that) which was lost (not meaning savior of souls specifically but for

reclaiming dominion over the earth) she uses this verse to argue that we should be re-claiming our

status and dominion over the earth as in the days before Adam and Eve sinned. There are several



other misinterpreted scriptures used in this book and she relies heavily on eisegetical interpretations

of "The Message paraphrase" and quotes scripture from "The Passion" translation extensively in the

second half of the book.If you are considering this book for a women's bible study, be very careful in

testing what she says and promotes against a reliable bible translation, in context. Don't take her

word for everything presented in the book.

Honestly, I'm just in awe after finishing Lisa Bevere's new book. I've wanted to read her work for a

while now, so this is my first book of hers that I've read through. It's just incredible. If you're content

where you are with no desire to change your thinking...I doubt you'll like it much. This isn't just a

calm, relaxing read. This book will have you evaluating the depths of your soul. You'll be different

once this message gets in your heart. Make no mistake, it's a great read, but it'll just wreck you, in

an absolutely incredible, Biblical, excellent way. I definitely recommend this book to anyone that's

ever compared themselves to others or worried that you've missed your calling.

Do you have the feeling of despair? Do you feel like the world is changing so quickly and

preparation is needed for what is coming our way? Perhaps even fear of the unknown? Without

Rival is all about this and more! We are all one and we all have our calling which means we must go

deep. This book helps us dig to find what God has for us. This is not a book that tells you what to do

but instead a work that will tell us how to seek God's purpose for our lives! Thank you Lisa Bevere

for being brave once again! Thank you for having ears to hear and sharing with us how we find

ourselves and calling and how we may hear!
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